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TERM 3 2021, Levels 3 & 4

Languages - Italian Marie Petersen & Nadia Di Vincenzo

Forza Forza              Andare Dal Dottore

Benvenuti everyone to Term 3! This term students will finalise their science topic on Forces and

Movement. The main aim of this science topic is for students to understand what forces are

and how they can be exerted by one object on another and how to express this in Italian.

Students have been busy conducting a number of key esperimenti (experiments) in Italian. The

aim of our experiments was to find out about the effects of friction on different surfaces, and

to learn about the forces of attraction and repulsion between magnets (magnetismo). Students

used modelled language and simple sentence structures to express their findings.

Following the completion of the science unit on Forces students will begin a new topic “Andare

Dal Dottore” (Going to the Doctor).  Related vocabulary, phrases and expressions will be

introduced using a variety of short text, visuals and simple reading comprehensions. Students

will continue to build their writing, listening and speaking skills by participating in a range of

individual, interactive and collaborative learning activities related to this topic. The focus for

this term will be developing oral skills in the classroom and providing opportunities for students

to improve and practice their pronunciation and fluency when speaking.  Students will create

and perform in various role plays of going to the doctor.

It would be wonderful if you could engage in conversations with your children about their

learning during this term.  Attached are two vocabulary lists that you can use to support your

child in their learning of Italian.



Vocabulary List for Science Unit on Forces in Italian

down giu’ friction frizione magnetic magnetico

up su slope inclino pole polo

opposite opposto air aria fast veloce

attract attrarre wind vento slow lento

attraction attrazione gravity gravita` pulling tirare/tira

force forza resistance resistenza pushing Spingere/
spinge

magnet magnete energy energia magnetism magnetismo

Vocabulary List for Andare Dal Dottore Topic in Italian

Sto bene I am well Mal di
gambe

Sore legs I have a
fever

Ho la febbre

Sto male I am sick Mal di
orecchi

Sore ears Ho mal di
pancia

I have a
tummy ache

Mal di testa headache Ho il
raffredore

I have a
cold

Ho il braccio
rotto

I have a
broken arm

Mad di gola Sore throat Ho
l’influenza

I have
influenza

Ho mal di
denti

I have a
toothache



Italian  students in Grade 3 and 4 conducting science experiments on Le Forze

Languages - Greek: Stephanie Menikou

Our topic for Term 3 is the Ancient Olympic Games. Students are

learning about why and how the Ancient Olympic Games began and

also what events were held and how the participants were

rewarded. To continue with the learning, we will also explore the

Modern Olympic Games and compare similarities and differences.

We will further our learning about the Greek Gods of Mount

Olympus and complete an information report. It is also an exciting

term as we will be completing tasks from the ‘My Big Fat Greek

Olympic Challenge'. There are 28 activities to choose from related

to the Olympic Games.  Presentations can be as creative as

possible. Students can respond with drawings, posters, write their

answers, photograph, record themselves, make dialogues or

sketches or constructions. Students will bring home more

information about this in the coming weeks.



Physical Education: Chris Harvey & Hannah McKenzie

This term in Physical Education, students will be practising a variety of basic

motor skills through athletics and a range of more complex skills in partner and

small group situations. The events students will be introduced to are shot put,

discus, high jump, long jump, triple jump, hurdles and relay. Students will have the

opportunity to participate in touch rugby lessons in P.E. There will be an emphasis

on technique, game rules and basic strategy to enhance team performance.

Each lesson will include a range of engaging fitness challenges designed to develop

mobility and fitness. Participation, staying safe and having fun is always

encouraged. Students will also begin to identify links between physical activity

and health.

Performing Arts: Merinda Meta
During Term 3 in Performing Arts, we will be exploring the focus areas of Drama

and Media Arts. Grade 3/4 students will develop their skills of using voice, body,

movement and language through various improvisation, pantomime and playbuilding

games and activities. During the second half of the term students will begin media

artwork projects. Students will have the opportunity to choose from various

artwork options such as a photography slideshows involving edited images, sound

and text or choose from making a short film sequence or a podcast. Students will

be required to carefully plan their work by outlining either specific topics, themes

or genre their artwork will reflect. Throughout the creative process, students will

use and develop their editing skills in apps such as Soundtrap or iMovie including

manipulating sound and visual elements, in order to create and develop their

artwork. We look forward to a very creative term!



Visual Arts: Joan McGregor & Georgia Kyrkilis

Thank you for all your efforts in supporting your child’s Visual

Arts remote and flexible learning. Activities have been modified to provide

engaging, open-ended tasks which allow students some choice and self-direction.

To coincide with the start of the Olympic Games, students have been provided

with various tasks based on this important sporting event.

This term, the inspiration for our artworks will be drawn from the artworks of

Ken Done, an Australian artist.  Students will discuss what they see in his

artworks, focusing on colour, shape and subject matter. Students will explore the

elements of form, line, shape and colour to communicate their ideas and learn to

use the techniques of wire and sewing to create their artworks. Students will

begin to explore Sculpture by creating a 3-dimensional model of a sea creature

using wire. They will experiment with wire techniques and explore various

materials to add detail to their artwork. The area of Threads and Textiles is our

focus for the remainder of the term. Students will experiment

with the various stitching skills and learn how to sew buttons,

beads, and tie knots. Students will use lines and shapes to create

an Australian landmark. Using thin wool, they apply their

knowledge and understanding of stitching by stitching around the

outside of their shapes and adding further detail using various materials.

Throughout the term, there will be a strong focus on our value

“We are Respectful”. We will focus specifically on using quiet

voices during working time and listening to others during art

discussions. They will also focus on the respect we show for our

learning space by using the materials safely and responsibly,

cleaning up, and returning the equipment and materials to the

correct place.

We look forward to a great term.

Digital Technologies: Trist Jones

Grade 3/4 students will work with their Grade teachers during the face to face
Digital Technologies program this Semester. Should we be required to switch to
Remote and Flexible Learning all Digitech lessons will be delivered by Mr Jones via
Google Classroom.
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